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IntervIew - Kiran Save

Kiran Save, Managing Director, D-Honer 
Engineers (India) Pvt Ltd believes that the 
Indian machine tools industry is taking the 
right step in terms of quality and service. Due 

to the ‘Make in India’ initiative, overseas customers are 
giving preference to India over China, which he thinks 
is a positive sign.

Kindly brief us about your company and products & 
services offered by it.

D-Honer Engineers (India) Pvt Ltd are highly 
qualified technocrats with more than 20 years of 
experience in manufacturing of honing, super finishing, 
lapping and SPM machines.

What is your opinion about the Indian machine 
tools industry, in general, and metal cutting sector, 
in particular?

Indian machine tools industry is moving in the right 
direction in terms of quality and service. Material 
cutting sections now understand the importance of 
quality. We are providing honing, lapping and super 
finishing machines in metal cutting sectors and all 
other automobile sectors.

What kind of opportunities are you looking at in 
India?

Due to ‘Make In India’, project machines users in 
India and as well as abroad are looking in positive 

“Material cutting sections now 
understand importance of quality”

directions. Now, our overseas customers are also 
giving preference to India more than China, for better 
quality and reliability.

Which are the major end-user industries for your 
products and services?

Our major end users are cylinder manufacturers, 
defence, printing industries and hydraulic industries.

Do you also serve automotive and auto component 
industry? If yes, then how do you plan to tap the 
automotive and auto component industry in India?

Our machines are the main parameters for 
automobile and auto components for honing and 
lapping components. Our lathe mounted super 
finishing machine produces higher accuracy with 
surface finish which improves the quality and life  
of products.

How is the demand for your products? What is 
driving this demand?

Our extra-large vertical honing machines and 
hydraulic tube honing machines are doing well for the 
last few years. Our machines are used in plastics 
industries, gun barrel, screw barrel, hydraulic  
cylinders etc.

Can you elaborate on some of the emerging trends 
that are being observed in the metal cutting and 
machine tool accessories segments?

In metal cutting and machine tools segment, 
manufacturers are understanding the importance of 
quality and the accuracy which is given by honing, 
lapping and super finishing machines.

What are your growth plans for the company?
Now, our company is planning to increase the 

manufacturing plant which are capable to produce 
longer length honing machine for extra large cylinder 
manufacturing companies. The company is also 
planning to produce our own tailor made cylinders for 
special application.

On the eve of IMTEX/ToolTech 2019, would you like 
to give any message to the industry?

In IMTEX/Tooltech-2019, our message to the 
industries will be,“Be Alter, Future is Yours”. Now, we 
Indians have the better technocrats. IPF


